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agisoft photoscan trial code agisoft photoscan trial code agisoft photoscan trial code serial agisoft photoscan trial code plus agisoft photoscan trial code plusQ: NFS mount seems to only mount sub-folders I have a mounted folder on my Ubuntu 16.04
server. # mount -t nfs -o rsize=8192,wsize=8192,timeo=14,retrans=2 10.0.1.2:/vdrive/ /mnt/nfsshare I can mount /mnt/nfsshare from any computer connected to this server. I have /mnt/nfsshare/Home as a subfolder inside /mnt/nfsshare. When I cd
into /mnt/nfsshare/Home, I am inside it. But when I cd into /mnt/nfsshare/Home/Test and do ls I do not see the contents of /mnt/nfsshare/Home/Test. I have googled for this and I found that the problem seems to have to do with sub-folders not being

mounted if they are owned by root. However, I have been doing a lot of work on this folder and it seems that sub-folders are being mounted fine as I can access them from within /mnt/nfsshare. Why do I see the contents of /mnt/nfsshare/Home when I cd
into it, but not the contents of /mnt/nfsshare/Home/Test and why is it that I can access the /mnt/nfsshare/Home/Test folder in the first place? A: You're trying to mount your NFS share on the /mnt/nfsshare directory (the mount point), not on the

/mnt/nfsshare/Home directory. This means that your user home directory is mounted on the NFS mount point. Go to the directory in which the NFS mount is mounted, and then run the following command (assuming /home/user is mounted on the NFS
mount point): sudo chown -R root:root /home/user } /* 将文件移动到文件
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